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Abstract
A more concerted effort is required in order to expedite our progress in determining the role
and regulation of myogenic satellite cells, during muscle development, following some
trauma (and hence repair) to a muscle, or during the aging process. Scientists 1) using di-
vergent animal models, 2) studying satellite cells at different levels (i.e. cellular, molecular
or comparative), and 3) evaluating satellite cells in applied, clinical or exercise procedures
should join together in order to make more efficient gains in knowledge about satellite
cells.
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Prior to 1960, the cellular mechanisms responsible for
facilitating postnatal muscle growth and development
had yet to be discovered [knowledge base prior to 1960,
in part, summarized in 8]. It was not until the report of
the existence of satellite cells [9, 10] that the cellular
physiology of postnatal muscle growth or development
could begin to be adequately defined. For years follo w-
ing the discovery of satellite cells, muscle biologists
made tremendous advances in discovering satellite cells
as independent cells residing in muscle via electron mi-
croscopy studies [introduced in 12], developing initial
isolation and culture procedures for satellite cells [intro-
duced in 2] and in determining the elementary regula-
tion of isolated satellite cells [introduced in 1]. When
the scientific participation was smaller, however, fewer
scientific papers were published on a yearly basis.
However, those involved in satellite cell research had a
better understanding of the scientific questions being
addressed in the laboratories of others in the field. Thus,
when one laboratory made a technical advance, it could
easily be shared with other laboratories in the same area.
With the large number of laboratories presently working
with satellite cells, however, the same sort of universal
advancement is nearly impossible.

Who would have thought in 1961 that, as many scien-
tists in as many countries as there are today would study
satellite cells? Scientists in medical schools\clinical set-
tings, research institutions, and agricultural and liberal
arts colleges around the world are presently working to
decipher the role and regulation of myogenic satellite

cells. Papers are now being published about satellite
cells in a wide variety of sources ranging from well-
established medical and science journals to recently
started publications and on-line journals. Satellite cells
from rats, fish, cows, sheep, pigs, horses, humans, tur-
keys and a variety of other animals are being evaluated
in vivo and in vitro [3, 5, 7, 11]. New satellite cell isola-
tion procedures, media formulations, and cellular and
molecular tools are also now being published at a stag-
gering rate, instead of rarely, as was the case during the
first twenty years of the existence of the field [intro-
duced in 6]. Where does this plethora of research activ-
ity leave us in terms of developing an integrated idea of
the role or regulation of satellite cells?

Satellite cells from different animals seem to have dif-
ferent properties [5]. Would one expect satellite cells
from certain fish, that experience myofiber hyperplasia
throughout their lifetimes, for example, to be regulated
the same as satellite cells from humans, whose myofiber
number seems to be fixed at birth? As there are nume r-
ous other examples whereby animals differ in their sat-
ellite cell characteristics [5], is an integrated idea about
satellite cells feasible to come to in this area? Further,
will it be possible to piece together one mechanism of
satellite cell action, or regulation, based on data derived
from different in vivo and in vitro  methods or physio-
logical models (i.e. normal muscle growth, muscle re-
generation or muscle atrophy) from one laboratory to
the next?
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Who might be the one that puts the satellite cell story
together? Likely no one scientist will be capable of do-
ing the job adequately. As an alternative, I propose that
scientists worldwide join together in order to make more
efficient gains in knowledge about the role and regula-
tion of satellite cells. The international effort in this area
is very strong and can no longer be ignored. The advent
of electronic communication to even the most remote
parts of the globe is likely to facilitate the achievement
of this goal. Further, as an additional benefit, establis h-
ing international research “teams” might also open-up
new funding opportunities, which is something we
could all use to help make progress in this important
area [4].
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